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SUBSCRIPTIONS FOR 2020
A message from the Treasurer
Mark Hoult: Have you paid
your sub for 2020?
Most members pay by standing
order, but a few prefer payment
by cheque.
If you have yet to arrange
payment, would you send your
cheque to The Treasurer at
3-4 West Pallant,
Chichester PO19 1TD.
Thank you.

Chichester Harbour from Kingsley Vale
See pages 8 & 9 for an article by Richard Austin

Photo: Paul Adams

THE CHANGING FACE OF
CHICHESTER HARBOUR.
The area we call Chichester Harbour has existed for tens of thousands
of years, part of a major river system geologists term the Solent River:
it once flowed eastwards to the north of the Isle of Wight and over
millennia became the channel we know today.
With Roman development south of the Trundle, the Harbour became
part of a natural settlement and trading area. Jump forward many
generations, and Chichester has become a centre for culture, religion
and commerce, with trade routes to the Continent and other English
ports. Business flourished with the Harbour, acting as a trading hub
bringing prosperity to the City. But this water-borne trade waned with
the arrival of railways and improved roads. Today the Harbour, because
of its natural beauty, wildlife and closeness to major population areas,
has reinvented itself and evolved to become a successful sailing and
boating environment.
Through careful management the Harbour has retained much of
its natural beauty which is home to abundant wildlife and attracts
sailors and walkers. We in the Chichester Society commend the work
of the Harbour Conservancy. This, coupled with the Harbour’s status
as an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), ought to give us
confidence that it will remain inviolate for future generations. But can
we be confident? Development plans now being finalised by the District
Council for the Chichester area south of the National Park, suggest
otherwise. Vigilance is vital. It would be a social and environmental
tragedy if planned population growth destroys the natural beauty and
feeling of remoteness that is on our doorstep and which we have come
to love.

Peter Evans, Chairman
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CHICHESTER CATHEDRAL ROOF RESTORATION
Cathy Clark provides an update on progress with this five-year project
As we reported last September, a major project to restore and re-cover the Cathedral’s roofs is underway:
the failing copper roof installed after World War Two was allowing rainwater to penetrate the roof vault,
damaging the medieval timber structure, masonry and ceiling plasterwork. The project to replace the
copper with more traditional lead will last five years and cost £5.8 million.
The work has been split into three phases: Quire,
Transepts and Nave. Last November, the second
phase, started in March 2019 was completed: the
extensive scaffolding was removed, revealing the
new lead roof covering the Transepts and Lantern.
This part of the project has also included masonry
works to repair nineteenth century stones on the
Lantern. Decorative stone pillars and stone blocks
that face the salty south-westerly coastal wind had
become badly eroded and have now been restored.
A just reward
Last summer also saw double recognition for the
repair work at the 21st annual Sussex Heritage
Awards run by the Sussex Heritage Trust. Lead
worker John Hill, along with his sons Lewis and
Dale, were winners in the prestigious Building Crafts
Award section for the re-covering of the Quire roof. In
addition, the Cathedral received Highly Commended
status in the Ecclesiastical Award category for the
Quire roof restoration. This additionally celebrates
the vital work of carpenters John Maddison and
Constantin Nistok who are working to repair
any damaged timbers that support the new lead
covering.
When is completion expected?
The remaining green copper roof covering the Nave
is the final and largest phase of the restoration. The
scaffolding required is even more complex than
before and will take around five months to build.
Throughout the roof project, work has been
carefully planned to minimise disruption to the
peregrine falcons who return each spring to
breed on the spire: as a result they successfully
raised seven chicks in 2018 and 2019. Work
has now been deliberately delayed in order to
safeguard these protected birds of prey.
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Recognised by the latest Sussex Heritage Awards are,
from left: Jeremy Attwood of contractors DBR Ltd;
Stephen Waine, Dean of Chichester; and lead workers
John Hill with sons Lewis and Dale

Work will therefore commence on the Nave roof
this summer to complete the project once any
peregrine chicks have fledged. Meanwhile
Chichester Cathedral Trust is still actively
fundraising to raise the funds for this vital
project. £1.7million is still needed: if readers
would like to make a donation please contact
Ali George, Head of Fundraising at the
Cathedral on 01243 812480 or email trust@
chichestercathedral.org.uk
……………………
Cathy Clark is Communications and PR
coordinator at Chichester Cathedral
As this roofing project proceeds we can compare
the new-laid lead roof panels over the Lady
Chapel (at right) with the existing copper roof
over the Nave - the next stage in this five year
programme
Photo: Ash Mills

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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DANIELLE CHARBONNEAU
Bill Sharp pays tribute to an energetic member of the Society
We were all shocked and greatly saddened at the sudden passing of Danielle
Charbonneau, our Membership Secretary who died on 22 November aged 66.
Danielle was French Canadian and born and bred in Montreal. Growing up
in a large family, she had an active life in Canada enjoying skiing and music.
She worked first in telecommunications and then in the aerospace industry
where she met her British husband Shah, an aeronautical engineer. Together,
they travelled widely in the USA, Paris and the UK before finally settling in
Chichester in 2004. Danielle was soon active in her Whyke neighbourhood,
and became treasurer of the Whyke Residents Association. She also served
as a welcomer/doorkeeper at the Cathedral and enjoyed showing young
families round, particularly if they spoke French!
Danielle joined the Chichester Society and wrote or co-wrote a number of articles for our newsletters. In 2016
she joined the Executive Committee where her enthusiasm and good humour endeared her to us all. She
willingly took on the duties of Membership Secretary and also coordinated distribution of the newsletters.
Danielle’s article on her work for the Cathedral (in the September 2015 newsletter) graphically illustrates her
warm and caring personality. She was a unique
vivacious and lovable person. All who had the
good fortune to know her will miss her attitude of
wide interest in local life and readiness to rise to
almost any task that needed doing. We offer our
sincere condolences to her family in this country
and in Canada.

CHISORE: THE PREBENDAL
SCHOOL SPORTS FIELD
This post and rail fence surrounds the
Prebendal School sports field situated south
of Bishop’s Palace Garden walls and the River
Lavant. Much of the fence is collapsing and
provides minimal security for pupils playing
there. It’s unfortunate this attractive green oasis
near the city centre has become an eyesore.
Fence maintenance clearly isn’t a Prebendal
School priority. Why not?

Botticino Fiorito Marble Staircase, Private Residence

Photo: John Wichers

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
CSW_100mmx170mm_ad_March 2020.indd 1
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ST MARY’S HOSPITAL - ALMSHOUSES FOR OVER 700 YEARS

Christopher Mead-Briggs tells a story unique to Chichester
Last September on a warm morning members of the Society were fortunate to enjoy a tour of St Mary’s
Hospital, which readers will recall is the ancient almshouse seen beyond the car park behind Marks &
Spencer, and home for 38 residents. Our hosts were the Custos (or Chaplain) Canon Bruce Ruddock and
Warden Monica Winnett who welcomed us to this lovely building and its beautifully-tended gardens: a
fascinating time that brought Chichester’s history to life.
A medieval story
St Mary’s was originally established to provide
shelter and food for the poor, for travellers and for
pilgrims, of which large numbers came to visit the
Cathedral’s Shrine of St Richard. There was an
earlier building, not far from the present-day Market
Cross, believed to have been founded in 1158.
However, the almshouse we know dates from the
13th century, during the reign of Henry III. A Statute of
Administration was drawn up between 1232 and 1245
to provide for 13 residents “of good conversation and
of an honest life and character useful to the house
in either serving or labouring to the poor” They were
obliged to give up their possessions and money and
to observe honesty, chastity and obedience.
Dating to 1285
St Mary’s medieval barn-like structure was begun in
1285, on a site vacated by the Grey Friars who had
moved to Priory Park in 1269. Its single-sweep roof can

be seen rising above the boundary wall alongside
Little London car park: the limit of what most people
know of this gem. Built along the lines of a tithe barn,
its soaring structure with six king posts supporting the
roof, the building contains a number of tiny residents’
flats arranged either side of a central nave. These
flats date from the 17th Century. Before then occupants
were allocated bedframes separated by curtains
with their feet facing the chapel at the eastern end
of the nave. Once, a brazier hung from the rafters to
provide a modicum of heat, and it swung there until
1680 when four brick chimneys, each some 40 feet
high, were installed: cooking became much easier
for residents. The Custos at that time was Henry Edes
and his initials can be seen on one of the chimney
stacks. Despite the ever-present danger of fire to its
massive timber roof, St Mary’s has survived, though
destruction came very close when a German bomb,
one of four dropped on Chichester in February 1943,
fell into the garden to the south side blowing off just
the Chapel roof.

St Marys Hospital from the south, showing the well-tended gardens
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The Chapel
The Chapel is divided from the nave by a 13th
Century Screen, described by Nikolaus Pevsner
as one of the best of its date in the country.
It contains a set of 24 stalls and misericords
dating from 1290. At the time of the Reformation
in the 1530s, most monasteries and religious
houses were dissolved, but St Mary’s was
permitted to continue as Henry VIII’s officers
found probity rather than corruption and
left the almshouse undisturbed. This was
later confirmed when in 1582 Elizabeth 1 reestablished its Charter as a place no longer for
night shelter and casual visitors but instead as
a house for the aged and infirm where residents
could live out the remainder of their days.
Royal visits
In 1905 four cottages in St Martin’s Square were
converted and added to the complex - which
King Edward VII saw when he visited St Mary’s
the following year. Our present Queen came in
1956, followed years later by the Prince of Wales
in 2003 as patron of the Almshouse Association.
By then there had been further expansion with
the construction of new flats after 1986.

The courtyard entrance to St Mary’s Hospital first seen when
accessed from St Martin’s Square.

A continuing tradition
Those applying to live at St Mary’s Hospital will
be elderly, of limited financial means and able
to live independent lives but happy to be part
of a worshipping community. For all residents
are encouraged to, and do, attend chapel on a
regular basis. Prayer is still offered each morning
in the Chapel and the Eucharist celebrated on
Wednesdays. In this way St Mary’s has remained
a house of God and a place of sanctuary for
its elderly residents for over 700 years - made
possible because St Mary’s has been endowed
over the centuries by Christians seeking to be
remembered in daily prayer after their death.
These gifts, often land and buildings, still enable
St Mary’s to be self-sufficient for its own needs
and also to be generous in support towards other
similar charities such as Stonepillow, for the
single homeless.

Canon Bruce Ruddock has been Custos since
December 2018 and joins the names recorded
continuously since the very first one, Henry,
in 1249. Our thanks to Canon Bruce and his
wife Vivien for their help with this article and to
Vivien who is the photographer. More about this
historic institution can be read in The Hospital
of St Mary Chichester by Ken Green, published
2013 by the University of Chichester (Otter
Memorial Paper Number 34).
Canon Ruddock explains the chapel’s history.

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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NEWCOMERS TO OUR CITY
Judith Ratledge recounts the arrival of
Vietnamese Boat People in Chichester
In the 1970s, Chichester had not seen many foreign faces on its streets
but now, decades later, it has become used to the fact that people
from all over the world have come to live, prosper and culturally enrich
the city. With refugees so much in the news readers might like to know
the circumstances that brought some of them to Chichester. We follow
four Vietnamese families who arrived in 1979.
In April 1975 Saigon, the capital of Vietnam, fell to the Communists
and the Americans withdrew. Vietnamese with American associations
came under suspicion. At first people were assured everything would
be as normal, but soon changes became obvious: jobs dried up,
possessions were appropriated and people went missing. It became
apparent that there was no choice but to leave the country. They could
not go to Cambodia where there was a vicious war in progress and
relations were bad with China, so the only way to escape was by sea.
Secret departure

Chichester is now home!
Photo: Courtesy of the Chichester
Observer 19 October 1979 and the West
Sussex Record Office

Our families had to leave in absolute secrecy: no goodbyes, few
possessions could be taken, and elderly relatives had to be left behind.
They were loaded at night onto a fishing boat with about 450 other
souls - which is why collectively they became known as the Vietnamese Boat People. After three days at sea
with little food and no amenities, the engine burnt out and the boat began to founder. By good fortune they
were picked up by a cargo ship bound for South East Asia. However, Captain Healy Martin and his crew
were under strict instructions not to pick up refugees
because the company would thereafter be responsible
for them. But the ship did pick up the survivors, and
took them to Hong Kong, where the authorities had no
idea what to do with them. The families were housed
in a defunct prison for three weeks, were not allowed
out, but could walk around the encampment.
From Hong Kong to UK
Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher was reluctant
to give the Boat People shelter, fearing a flood of
refugees to British shores. But eventually Britain
agreed to take in 10,000 asylum seekers after horrific
publicity highlighting their plight. After a brief stay
in Hong Kong they were flown to Heathrow and then
taken by coach to an ex-RAF camp near Christchurch,
accompanied by two Red Cross personnel and an
interpreter. (A former RAF camp on Thorney Island
was also utilised as an interim camp).

Young volunteers helped decorate homes in Chichester
Photo: Courtesy of the Chichester Observer 5 October
1979 and the West Sussex Record Office
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On arriving at Christchurch they were given a
fantastic welcome and the community was extremely
kind. Volunteers were sent in to teach English and to
brief the new arrivals on a culture and language that
was strange to them. They were also shown how to
apply for jobs and learn about interview techniques.
During their stay our families became friendly with
one of the interpreters who recommended Chichester
as a destination.

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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A Chichester welcome

Years later, a reunion with
Captain Healey Martin

In Chichester, the District Council and Housing Association
made available four houses arranged close together so the
families did not feel isolated. The houses were allocated to
three brothers, a family friend and their respective children.
Meanwhile, local charities were active: the Council of
Churches, Save the Children, Oxfam and WRVS organised
a collection of furniture and clothing while Outset lent a
van for collecting cookers, beds and fridges. The RMP
Boat People fund, Christian Aid, Rotary and the Scouts
also contributed. Volunteers had painted and repaired the
houses in readiness for handover on 17 December 1979.
The first Christmas
On moving in the families were given a meal of Chicken
Chao-ga, a Vietnamese comfort dish cooked to make
them feel at home. They were given clothes, a medical
examination and workshops for trade and craft skills were
arranged with volunteer teachers. The families received a
weekly sum of £8.25 per couple plus an allowance of £2.65
per child.
Your own home
According to a member of the family who was a child
at the time, the most amazing thing was to have their
own home after living in one room for six people. She
told me the great majority of neighbours were extremely
friendly. For instance, two elderly sisters would buy
clothes from a jumble sale for the children, wash and iron
them and present them to the girls, who had never seen
such gorgeous dresses before. The children attended
St Richards Primary where the headmistress at the time
was Mrs Longland who, they found out later, paid for their
school trips from her own pocket. Later, at secondary
school a great friend was Mary Templeman who helped
with English and French and became the children’s
adopted grandmother.

Just in time! Found and rescued mid-ocean,
next stop Hong Kong

Settling in
People’s skills are not necessarily transferable to another
country. One of the brothers, who had been a businessman
working for an American company, turned his hand to
whatever came his way, making pancakes for aromatic
duck, wooden crosses for the cathedral shop and painting
model houses. One mother, a skilled seamstress, made
garments for Harrods, which were worn by Princess
Diana and the young Prince William. The children were
encouraged to study and look forward to a better future.
Indeed, three went to university from one family to study
computer science, economics, accountancy and law; in
another family one young person took a degree in graphic
design and another owned a successful take-away and
restaurant. These first Vietnamese families are now well
settled. Last year was the 40th year since they had arrived
in Chichester in time for Christmas 1979. According to
one member of the older generation, ‘they will never leave
Chichester, this is their home for life’.

Aboard the cargo ship heading for Hong Kong.
The above pictures were kindly provided by family
members of those rescued

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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CHICHESTER HARBOUR AND THE NATIONAL
LANDSCAPES REVIEW
Richard Austin on plans to safeguard this country’s
beautiful places
A 25-year plan for the natural environment, published by the Government in January 2018, is the reason

behind this policy initiative. It includes a commitment to review our National Parks and Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONB) so they are fit for the 21st Century. As a result, and five months later, a national
Landscapes Review was launched, led by writer and journalist Julian Glover. Timing was excellent for this
was the 70th Anniversary of the 1949 National Parks and Countryside Act.
Julian Glover formed an expert panel comprising
Ewen Cameron, a farmer; Sarah Mukherjee, former
BBC Environment Correspondent; Jim Dixon, former
Chief Executive of the Peak District National Park;
Fiona Reynolds, a former head of the National Trust;
and Jake Fiennes, an estate manager. Over the
following months, they visited all 10 National Parks
and 34 AONBs in England, and met the people living
and working in our protected landscapes. The wide
remit of the Review enabled the Panel to explore
many different lines of enquiry.
Coming to Chichester
Sarah Mukherjee was assigned to visit Chichester
Harbour AONB and on 11 March 2019 spent a day
with us. She met staff from the Harbour Conservancy,
several key stakeholders, and also found time for a
short trip on the water. Sarah was receptive to the
Conservancy’s thoughts on the Review, and learnt
about the immediate pressures around the Harbour
and our ambitions for the future.

27 proposals
The Landscapes Review was published September
2019 and includes 27 important and far-reaching
proposals for the Government to consider turning
into legislation in the coming years. The starting
point for the Review is an overall decline in the
country’s wildlife since the 1970s, when the first
robust scientific records began. Put simply if, as
a country, we cannot reverse this trend in our
protected landscapes, what hope is there for the
rest of the countryside? The first challenge laid
down by the Review is for the National Parks and
AONBs to recover and enhance nature. This is a
priority that needs a strong monitoring framework
by strengthening the legal status of Statutory
Management Plans. Further proposals along these
lines include establishing new Nature Recovery
Networks, a better direction for farming subsidies
in the form of Environmental Land Management
Schemes (ELMS), and a greater voice for AONB
Partnerships in the planning system. In this context
Proposal 6 is worth quoting in
full owing to its relevance to
Chichester Harbour:
A strengthened place for national
landscapes in the planning system
with AONBs given statutory
consultee status, encouragement
to develop local plans and
changes to the National Planning
Policy Framework
Lobbying

You can get a glorious sense of peace and tranquillity at Chichester Harbour,
especially when experienced from the water
Photo: Paul Adams
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Throughout 2019 Chichester
Harbour Trust has been lobbying
Chichester District Council to
better protect the land directly
around the AONB in the emerging
Local Plan. The Trust’s worry is
that by the time the Government
recognises just how sensitive
the protected landscapes are to
development, it will be too late

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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and over 2,000 dwellings will have been built or will
be scheduled to be built. At the Conservancy, we
commend the support of the Trust, both for acquiring,
and thereby safeguarding, over a dozen sites around
the Harbour for conservation purposes, and for
campaigning against new and potentially damaging
challenges on the horizon.
Better welcoming
Although a quarter of England is designated as a
National Park or AONB, the Review has found these
landscapes are not being reached by everyone,
with black, Asian, minority and ethnic groups largely
underrepresented. As an example, you may be
surprised to read that some of the children who
visit our Education Centre at Chichester Harbour,
particularly from the London schools, have never
seen the sea before. That said, at the Conservancy
we told Sarah Mukherjee about our fantastic
educational work. Around 150,000 children have
visited Chichester Harbour since the Education
Centre was opened in 1999, and we were delighted
to win the Bowland Award in July 2019, in recognition
of our sustained and outstanding contribution to an
AONB. In our view, the Department for Environment,
Food and Rural Affairs (Defra) should consider
funding and opening education centres in all the
National Parks and AONBs.
Voluntary contributions
The Landscapes Review acknowledges the
contribution volunteers make. At Chichester
AONB we are particularly grateful for the Friends

of Chichester Harbour who help with practical
conservation work on the land and annual grants to
enable projects to take place. Likewise, on the water,
the Chichester Harbour Federation, representing
the sailing, boating and marine interests, organise
Chichester Harbour Race Week, an annual sporting
event, and also help with the governance of the
Conservancy as the Statutory Harbour Authority.
This work is all undertaken on a voluntary basis.
The Review would like to see 1,000 new Rangers
recruited across the family of protected landscapes,
so they become a much more visible function of their
management. This would be a similar set-up to the
Rangers employed by the National Park Service in
the USA.
With all these new ambitions, and I haven’t covered
them all, there is recognition that AONBs need to
be better equipped with new purposes, greater
powers and increased funding – all findings that
unsurprisingly we at Chichester Harbour would
agree with. Julian Glover, in leading this Review, has
put in a special request for the Government to resist
cherry picking certain proposals over others. He
wants to ensure our National Parks and AONBs are
fit for the future and therefore all 27 proposals need
to be enacted together.
Dr Richard Austin is AONB Manager at Chichester
Harbour Conservancy.
The Landscape Review final report, published
September 2019, is available online

Chichester’s two protected landscapes. The South Downs National Park overlooks the Harbour’s Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty
Photo: Paul Adams

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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The iconic harbour-side village of
Bosham, with the scenic backdrop
of the South Downs, highlighting the
inter-connection between these two
unique protected landscapes.
with
thanks to Chichester Harbour Trust and Brian Bracher, Compass Aerial Photography
Page 11
Read earlier Photo:
editions
at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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SELSEY’S NEW
LIFEBOAT STATION
Witnessing teamwork
in action is impressive:
Caroline Hutchings reports
Members of the Society visited the lifeboat station
at Selsey last summer and were fortunate to
see a training exercise. This was a great photo
opportunity! When viewing pictures of this stateof-the-art equipment it’s worth remembering the
Selsey lifeboat station began almost 160 years ago
with the arrival of a 35 feet long rowing boat costing
just £180.
Selsey’s new station

Arriving on the beach		

Photo: Anthony Quail

Readers may recall that until quite recently Selsey’s lifeboat station comprised of an ever-lengthening pier
from which a lifeboat launched direct into the sea. The pier has been replaced with a new building located
well above high-tide level. This means that purpose-designed equipment is necessary to launch and recover
a lifeboat because of the shingle beach - of which more below. Staffing the new station needs a team of 34
and of these 32 are volunteers; the full-time paid members are the coxswain and the mechanic. At one time,
all volunteers were local fishermen but today only four come from this occupation.

Waiting for the next launch
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Photo: Anthony Quail
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The Shannon class lifeboat
Named Denise and Eric in September 2017,
Selsey’s new Shannon class lifeboat is very
special. At a cost of £2.2 million the station
gets an all-weather 18 tonne self-righting boat
propelled by water jets rather than propellers.
These make her more agile and manoeuvrable,
with better performance the faster she goes.
Shock absorbing seats protect the 6 crew from
impact when pounding through the waves. The
two engines are completely waterproof and
together do 2 nautical miles a gallon - for which
fuel is specially delivered by road tanker to
fill the Shannon’s 5,000 litre tank. To reach the
sea, the Shannon must cross a steeply-shelving
shingle beach: these photos show how.

Towing up the beach

Photo: Caroline Hutchings

The tow continues		

Photo: Caroline Hutchings

Launching and recovery
The high-tech solution to crossing this shingle
beach is a 37 tonne ‘Launch Recovery System’,
named Miss Eileen Beryl Phillips. It cost £1.5
million and was designed and built by Clayton
Engineering who are situated far from the sea in
central Wales! Created specifically for Shannon
class lifeboats, this system revolutionises the
way lives are saved at sea. For it can safely
launch the Shannon by driving into big surf up
to 2.4 metres deep. Large windows and CCTV
provide volunteer tractor drivers with excellent
visibility.
In the event of a breakdown with an incoming
tide, the water-tight tractor can be completely
submerged in depths up to 9 metres and
retrieved after the tide has receded, still in
complete working order. On returning, the
Shannon is hauled up the shingle and back to
the boathouse at which point a hydraulic system
operates to reduce the height of the rig so it fits
inside. Another unique feature is a turntable
cradle that rotates the Shannon 180 degrees to
face the sea again, ready for her next launch.
The reduced time for launching with such an
impressive system certainly makes a difference.

Approaching the boathouse		

Photo: Anthony Quail

Turning to face the sea for the next launch

Photo: Anthony Quail

A lifeboat station with history
The Selsey station was established in 1861
and over the century and a half since then the
crew have been presented with 10 awards
for gallantry. Their dedication and bravery in
saving lives is phenomenal. In the words of our
host, Education & Visits Officer Mike Cole, the
Selsey Station is one big happy family. Readers
wanting to see the Selsey lifeboat station can
visit between 10.30 am and 4.00 pm; the station
is open every day. But to arrange group tours
phone Mike Cole on 01243 265267.

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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OXMARKET GALLERY THINKS OF THE FUTURE!
Sophie Hull on plans for refreshing a long-established
Chichester arts destination
Last June it was 43 years since Doris Wilson, an Oxmarket founder and trustee opened the gallery in 1976.
It was due to her determination and generosity, along with John Rank and Lady Portal, that this medieval
Grade 2* church was transformed into what is now known as the Oxmarket Gallery. Next year, 2021, will be
its 45th year and the Gallery will have an official relaunch exhibition following a major refurbishment.
The Oxmarket Gallery is one of very few places in this area where artists can hire exhibition space to sell
their work: ‘a hidden gem with great potential’, as the Chichester Society’s Newsletter reported 20 years
ago. A few steps from Chichester’s bustling East Street this thirteenth century church of St Andrew with
a modest exterior, is home to a thriving centre of arts that hosts art exhibitions, recitals and talks. The
Oxmarket has become an important part of Chichester’s cultural scene.
A rough area once
The earliest documented reference to the church
is in 1248. The name St Andrew Oxmarket was
chosen owing to the then cattle market in East
Street. It was a poor parish, and roguish behaviour
by the parishioners was common. Sixteenth and
seventeenth century records show brawling with
daggers, drunkenness, blasphemy, bigamy and
‘lewd’ behaviour in Little London. Plague came
to the area in 1563, 1607 and 1665. The resulting
depopulation, coupled with the rise of nonconformism, meant church revenues dwindled and
the condition of the church and churchyard were of
constant concern.
Tragedy struck in February 1943 when the church
was badly damaged by a bomb. St Andrews was
abandoned and neglected, although the adjoining
area was paved in 1969. But Doris Wilson, a member
of the Chichester Art Society, saw an opportunity and
set about finding an ideal space for fellow artists to
display their work. St Andrews was seen as a perfect
location for the display and contemplation of art. In

Main gallery seen from the mezzanine
Image: Cover Storey Architects

1976, after years of work, the new Oxmarket Centre
of Arts was opened. Such was its success that an
extension was soon planned and generously funded
by Mary Portal, John Rank and their families. This was
formally opened by HRH Princess Alexandra in 1989.
Over 30,000 visitors
Entry is free and we attract at least 30,000 visitors a
year to over 50 exhibitions, for we want to encourage
the community to engage with art and artists. Most
of the work on show is for sale at affordable prices.
As a charity the Gallery is dependent on income
from these exhibitions plus donations and legacies.
For this reason, support by volunteers is invaluable,
for they help with special events, private views and
administrative work. But more volunteers are always
welcome, as there are just one and a half paid
members of staff.
Refurbishing the Gallery

The Oxmarket Gallery’s entrance today
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As it’s about 30 years since the Gallery was last
extended, we are working on a programme of
refurbishment to continue meeting the needs of
artists and visitors. But we are doing this in two
stages. First, we are upgrading the mezzanine
Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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to create an area for small workshops, an office
and storage. This is being funded by a generous
grant from the City Council and will begin as soon
as we receive planning consent. Second, we’re
starting a much larger programme of works named
the ‘Refresh Project’. This will meet the need for
increased display space together with an improved
experience and entrance area, new toilets, kitchen,
and better signage. We are proposing:
•

•

Waymarking and landscape improvements to
stamp the Oxmarket Gallery as a reason to visit
Chichester
Creating an enticing entrance leading to a
reception, display spaces, a shop and a café

•

Improving visitor flow from gallery to gallery

•

Upgrading and relocating toilets and kitchen
facilities.

The beneficiaries will be artists, community groups
and educational establishments – schools, colleges
and universities, staff and volunteers as well as local
businesses.
We need your help!
This programme of refurbishment is estimated
to cost at least £150,000. Both Chichester District
Council and Chichester City Council are supporting
the Refresh project with funding from the New Homes
Bonus Scheme. We are launching a fund raising

One of the refurbished display spaces
Image: Cover Storey Architects

campaign. The Board and I are determined to fully
realise the Oxmarket Gallery’s potential. We’ve
appointed Cover Storey, a local firm of architects
to help realise our plans. We continue with our
regular displays and this year will see one of our
highest profile exhibitions when renowned sculptor
Philip Jackson CVO exhibits in October. By then we
anticipate the Gallery will be less of a hidden gem
and an increasingly acknowledged Chichester
gem. We are looking to the future with tremendous
excitement!

Sophie Hull is Chair of the Oxmarket Gallery.
Readers who want to contribute to the Gallery’s
fund-raising are invited to contact Sophie at the
Oxmarket by emailing sophie@oxmarket.com

Proposed design for the Oxmarket Gallery’s new entrance
Image: Cover Storey Architects

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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CHISOC’S VICE PRESIDENT JOY CRAWSHAW
John Templeton recalls an energetic contributor to our civic life
Joy Crawshaw, a founder member of the Chichester Society, died peacefully at
Chichester’s Wellington Grange on 20 June 2019 aged 102. She was the longest
living of six female activists who were a force to be reckoned with during the first
few decades of the Society!
Joy trained as an architect. In the 1950s she bought
a 17th century cottage in Eastergate, threatened by
a West Sussex County Council road scheme, and
restored it after successfully scuppering the road
scheme. The cottage was listed Grade 2 in 1984.
Joy later moved to Chichester where she worked
in Stanley Roth’s architectural practice as well as
for herself. She bought a large Georgian house in
North Pallant and restored it as her own home and
office together with office suites which she let to local
businesses.
Civic protesting
Outraged at what was happening to the city, Joy
attended a protest meeting in 1973 called by local
artist David Goodman which resulted in the founding
of the Chichester Society. Joy immediately set to work
campaigning against the commercial development
of Chapel and Crane Streets and the demolition of
over 70 Georgian and Victorian terraced houses
along Orchard Street, for the proposed dual
carriageway ring road. Joy was directly involved
in the Town Meeting held at the Cathedral in 1974
which the Society had convened to protest against
these planning proposals. Two years later she joined
others in a two week occupation of a thatched
barn and eight terraced houses in St Pancras in an
attempt to prevent the Eastgate gyratory scheme
which attracted national publicity but failed to
prevent the loss of these historic buildings. Joy’s
amusing record of her involvement in the occupation
is included in Tim Rooth’s Saving our City - about the
Chichester Society in the 1970s.

by Professor Nikolaus
Pevsner which appeared
in our December 2003
Newsletter, and which
we make no apology for
reprinting on these pages
for the amusement of our
newer members.
As well as Joy’s work for the Chichester Society,
she represented the Society and the RIBA on the
Chichester Conservation Area Advisory Committee
(CCAAC) and was for many years its Chairman. A
later chairman of the CCAAC, James Cooper, sums up
his own memories of Joy in these words: ‘Joy was one
of life’s fighters - very clear in what she wanted and
prepared to stick out for it. She combined that with
being a very companionable person, courteous and
respected other people’s opinions: a fine art’. We offer
our condolences to Joy’s son Anthony in his loss.

A talented cartoonist
For many years, Joy chaired the Society’s Monitoring
Committee which examined every planning
application in the city. In the mid-1980s she served
for a year as the Society’s Vice Chairman and
two years as Chairman. Joy was for many years
Assistant Editor and Production Manager for
the Society’s quarterly newsletter for which she
contributed numerous articles and topical cartoons.
Many of these were included in Chicanery: a
booklet of cartoons and verse published in 2004.
Joy had a mischievous sense of fun but was never
vindictive and liked to gently tease those who she
felt were too full of their own importance. Arguably
her funniest article was about a visit to the city
Page 16

Joy Crawshaw was a skilled artist and cartoonist as this poster
and adjoining cartoons illustrate

Keep up to date at www.chichestersociety.org.uk and on Twitter @chi_soc
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NIKOLAUS PEVSNER COMES TO CHICHESTER

An article by Joy Crawshaw published December 2003 in
the ChiSoc Newsletter
It was, as I recollect, in the late 1970s that Chichester was honoured by a
visit from the celebrated architectural historian, Sir Nikolaus Pevsner, CBE.
Unfortunately, the organisers of this lecture had underestimated the interest
this would generate, so the venue had to be hurriedly switched from St Peter’s
Church, West Street (then the Slurping Toad pub) to the College of Further
Education, Westgate Fields, as it was then called.
Whether this last-minute change, or whether they had failed to give him his full
title (and in Germany titles are very important), it was evident as soon as he
mounted the rostrum that Herr Pevnser was not in a good mood. A small man,
with the dome-shaped head befitting the holder of three professorial Chairs,
had a turned-down nose over a tiny slit of a mouth, and sharp eyes that
missed nothing. Having assessed the Great Hall at a glance, he pointed an
accusing wand at the afternoon sunshine streaming in through the clerestory
windows. This must be shut out before he could show his slides.
Anxious College staff rushed to pull long cords intended to control the venetian blinds. Some of the blinds
responded, the rest remained stuck to the ceiling. Tapping an impatient foot, Herr Professor Pevsner
demanded total darkness. All attempts having proved futile, finally two little maintenance men appeared
carrying a long ladder. Anyone who is familiar with this hall knows that the clerestory windows are about
twenty feet up. Nothing daunted, one man climbed the ladder, turned and carefully seated himself on the
window sill, his legs dangling down over the drop. The audience waited agog, as he reached up and tugged
at the recalcitrant blind. True to form, one end obliged but the other remained up. The little man edged along
the sill to the awkward end and managed to dislodge it, only for the first end to shoot up again.
A titter from the audience was sternly suppressed by glares from the rostrum. After further futile attempts
to control this see-saw effect, our little man succeeded in persuading the whole length of the blind to stay
down. The only problem was that now he was inside, and the ladder was outside. Very gingerly, he turned
and edged himself under the blind. We heaved a sigh of relief as the foot reached the ladder. Then, with a
triumphant whoosh, the blind shot up to the ceiling.
This was too much for the audience. Titters gave way
The plight of small
to giggles, and suddenly everyone was engulfed in
businesses in
helpless laughter. What made it so irresistible was
Chichester
that the great man was NOT AMUSED. This was
not funny: in his view it was a serious example of
inefficient management.
He strode off the rostrum, pursued by anxious
big-wigs. After much pleading, Herr Pevsner
returned. His slides, he announced, would
be almost invisible because of the light, but
he would give an abridged version of his
lecture, owing ‘to the amount of time that
had been wasted’. He never came again, so
it was a tragedy that Chichester should have
missed this erudite lecture in its entirety. As
for me, although I cannot recollect a single
word the great man said, never before
or since have I laughed so much that I
cried, and for all the wrong reasons.
Schadenfreude, from Herr Pevsner’s
native tongue, is the most apposite
word for my feelings.
Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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WALKING BY CHICHESTER
HARBOUR AND CANAL
Continuing our series of relaxed walks or cycle
rides that start at Chichester, each about 6 to 8
miles. This route has three refreshment stops.
David Wilson is our guide.
THE ROUTE (about 8 miles)
From the City Centre, walk along West Street and
Westgate towards Fishbourne. On passing beneath
the A27 turn left for 200 yards. Cross the road
(A259) with care and follow a signposted track to
Fishbourne Church. Cross the graveyard keeping
right and then turn left (south) along a well-marked
path to Chichester Harbour.
Follow the sea wall south to Dell Quay (refreshments
at the Crown & Anchor). Some 200 yards east of
the pub is a path on the right that leads south to the
foreshore and on to Chichester Marina. However,
this is not a right of way, and drops down onto the
shore which may be flooded at high tide.
Alternatively, walk 500 yards east and turn right onto
a track signposted as Salterns Way, a foot and cycle
path to West Wittering. This meets the foreshore
route just before the Marina. Cross over the lock
gates and the Boathouse Café is on your left.
Take the main drive east from the Marina to the A286.
Cross over (with care!) and join the towpath by the
canal to Hunston. At the road (B2145) turn left and
then left again onto a canal bridge. (Alternatively,
take a break and walk south into Hunston to the
Spotted Cow). Otherwise continue north along the
Chichester Arm of the canal back to the City Centre.

Copperas Point and Salterns Copse

operational from 1943. For much of its existence
the airfield was home to Czech squadrons whose
missions included attacking V1 sites, while on D-day
their patrols covered the Normandy landings (There
is an information board on Salterns Way).
Salterns Copse: just short of the Marina was
once the site of a Roman tile works. To seaward is
Copperas Point, where Copperas (Iron sulphide)
deposits were collected to make sulphuric acid.
Small amounts can still be found – look for twiggy
mineral deposits.
Portsmouth and Arundel Canal: strictly, only
Hunston to Chichester is the Chichester Canal,
designed to take seagoing ships, usually carrying
coal and corn. The last cargo was landed in 1906.
The Birdham – Hunston - Ford section joined the
Wey & Arun Canal creating a route from London to
Portsmouth to avoid French attacks at sea during the
Napoleonic Wars, but was not completed until 1823.
There is a sea lock just south of the Marina, and a
steam tug towed canal boats across Chichester and
Langstone Harbours to a sea lock at Portsmouth.

This route can be cycled using the well signposted
Salterns Way path to Chichester Marina and the canal,
returning as above. Salterns Way actually skirts round
the Marina but there seems to be no objection to
walking with bicycles across the lock gates.
LOOK OUT FOR
Fishbourne: the church dates from the 13th century
though largely remodelled in the 19th. The meadows
beyond are an important wildlife habitat, and were
the site of a Roman dock serving the Palace at
Fishbourne.
Dell Quay: the wharf was built by Lord Howard of
Effingham in the 16th century and an inn followed
shortly after. At that time Dell Quay was the 7th
most important port in the UK. On the fields south
from Dell Quay was the wartime Apuldram airfield
Page 18

The original sea lock at Birdham

All Photos: David Wilson
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GLORIOUS GOODWOOD
A Biography of England’s Greatest
Sporting Estate by James Peill.
Richard Childs reviews!
This very readable book traces not only the history
of Goodwood House and its owners, the Dukes of
Richmond, but also the development of its many
sporting activities over the centuries. The author,
James Peill, Curator of the Goodwood Collection, is
well placed to tell this fascinating story.
The book begins with the love affair of Charles II and
his mistress, Louise de Keroualle, and the illegitimate
birth of their son, Charles, in 1672, whom the king
created the first Duke of Richmond. The Duke shared
his father’s passion for horse racing. Although he
spent much time in France, he came often to Sussex
to meetings of the Charlton Hunt. Captivated by the
countryside, he bought Goodwood as a hunting lodge.
Pleasure gardens
The second Duke developed the house and estate. He
built a menagerie, pleasure gardens, a shell house,
and the temples of Neptune and Minerva. Many of
the ancient trees we see today are the second Duke’s
legacy as are the paintings by Canaletto, purchased
when he was on the Grand Tour in his youth. When
not attending to building projects and domestic
matters (the Duchess was pregnant 27 times!), the
Duke was also a passionate cricketer.
Horse racing
The third Duke built a new stable block and
commissioned George Stubbs to paint three
equestrian paintings of Goodwood. He also
commissioned James Wyatt to design the Goodwood
Kennels including central heating for the dogs: a
luxury which not even the residents of Goodwood
House enjoyed! During his time the first public
horse race meeting was held on the Downs above
Goodwood. This Duke also left a national legacy. As
Master of the Ordnance in 1791, he commissioned
the mapping survey of Britain, giving birth to the
Ordnance Survey.
Cricket
The fourth Duke was a keen cricketer too and a
founding member of the MCC. He and his family
were living in Brussels (it was cheaper) on the eve of
the Battle of Waterloo in 1815 and there his wife held
the famous ball which took place the night before the
battle. The Duke later moved to Canada as Governor
General where, alas, he died from rabies following a
bite from a pet fox!
Glorious Goodwood
The invention of the horsebox in 1836 which
coincided with the arrival of the railways on the
south coast, meant that horses now arrived fresh

A good read! Glorious Goodwood is published by
Constable/Brown Little

at race meetings - and the future of horse racing at
Goodwood was guaranteed. The July race meeting:
‘Glorious Goodwood’ was a favourite not only of
HM King Edward VII but our present monarch, HM
Queen Elizabeth II, in the early years of her reign.
Golf, motor racing & flying
In 1901 golf came to Goodwood when the Chichester
Golf Club moved there. The Kennels were used now
as their clubhouse. Freddie, the ninth Duke, was a
great motoring enthusiast. He won the 24-hour race
at Brooklands in 1931. He was also a keen aviator
and had several planes.
Motor racing circuit & aerodrome
During World War II Westhampnett became a
satellite station to RAF Tangmere and included
a perimeter roadway. After the war in 1948 this
roadway was converted into Goodwood Motor
Racing Circuit, and in 1957 Goodwood aerodrome
opened.
Festival of Speed
The book finishes by bringing the story right up
to date with the eleventh Duke’s determination to
reopen the motor circuit - and inaugurate the Festival
of Speed.

Read earlier editions at www.chichestersociety.org.uk/past-newsletters/
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E X HI B IT ION OP E N
25 JA N TO 2 6 S E P T 2 02 0
A D M I SS ION F R E E – D ON AT I ONS WELCOM E

Explore the secrets of the most elaborately equipped Iron Age Warrior grave ever found in England.
The Novium Museum & Tourist Information Centre, Tower Street, Chichester, West Sussex, PO19 1QH
T: 01243 775888 | www.thenovium.org

20,000 tickets from £10
cft.org.uk 01243 781312
#Festival2020

if it matters to you,
it matters to us

HELP
THE
SOCIETY’S
FUTURE!

Remembering
the Chichester
Society when
arranging
bequests will
help continue
this City’s civic
traditions.

From personal to business, or anything
in between. When it comes to insurance,
come to Coversure Bognor Regis.

See below
for contact
information
or access the
Society’s
website

T: 01243 698 015
E: bognor@coversure.co.uk
W: coversure.co.uk/bognor

THE CHICHESTER SOCIETY
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MEMBERSHIP
Single membership:
£8 by standing order or £11 by cheque
payable to the Chichester Society.
Joint membership:
£12 by standing order or £15 by cheque.
Life membership
(60 years and over):
£120 single and £160 joint.
Corporate membership:
£100 (one-off).
Applications and/or queries about
membership and annual subscriptions
to the Vice Chairman, Bill Sharp at 13
Whyke Lane, Chichester PO19 3EU.
Email: membership
@chichestersociety.org.uk
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